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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR OPERATING A METAL AIR BATTERY

BY A CONTROLLED SUPPLY OF OXYGEN

The invention concerns a method for supplying electrical energy, particularly in a

vehicle or stationary application, by operating a metal air battery, particularly a lithi-

urn air battery, based on a stoichiometric supply of oxygen

The metal air battery is preferably operated with ambient air, or with oxygen from a

reservoir or from a synthetic air reservoir, such as a tank.

Electric vehicles, including vehicles with an internal combustion engine such as a

range extender to produce electricity on long voyages, hybrid vehicles and derivates

thereof become more and more popular due to ecologic reasons, a limited supply of

fossil fuels and research advances.

Particularly, a steady stream of advances in battery research has put large numbers

of hybrid electric vehicles on city streets and highways. Additional advances are

having a similar effect on so-called plug-in hybrids, hybrid automobiles that can be

recharged at home. Despite these successes for electrically propelled cars, both

types of hybrid vehicles strongly depend on petroleum-fueled internal combustion

engines for distance driving.

In order to fully establish electric vehicles in the market, a storage battery of practi

cal size and weight and affordable price is needed that can provide enough electri-

cal energy in a single charge for a motorist to drive at least a few hundred miles. In

light of these requirements, a focus of the electric vehicle industry in battery re

search is directed to so-called metal air batteries, which are, for example, described

in U.S. patent 5,510,209.

These metal air batteries provide a high theoretical electrical capacity, particularly

when the oxygen mass is excluded. This means that the oxygen needed for operat

ing the metal air battery has to be taken from the ambient air instead of supplying it

from an oxygen reservoir. When generating power, this oxygen reacts at the cath

ode of a lithium oxygen cell with lithium to Li0 2 and/or Li20 2. In this reaction, one

mole 0 2 releases two moles electrons. Nevertheless, oxygen should not diffuse from



the cathode to the anode since it penetrates into the anode electrode degrading the

anode.

When ambient air as 0 2-source is utilized to operate a metal air battery in order to

achieve the high energy densities desirable for mobile applications such as in vehi-

cles, water and preferably also C0 2 have to be reliably removed from the ambient

air in order to avoid undesired (devastating) reactions in the metal air battery, espe

cially if the battery is a lithium air battery.

Especially when envisaged for automobile applications, the power response of high

capacity batteries such as metal air batteries tends to be slow. In particular the max-

imum power which can be drawn from such high capacity batteries is not enough to

cover peak demands of vehicles, for example when accelerating or climbing an as

cending slope. Furthermore, due to the functioning by chemical reaction, a variable

control of the output of the high capacity batteries, such as metal air batteries, tends

to be difficult since the chemical reaction can be controlled with a certain time-lag

only.

In order to be able to better cover variable power rates and enhance the maximum

power which can be delivered by an energy storage device, European patent 1 377

477 B 1 proposes a power source for supplying electrical power to a driving motor

comprising a first rechargeable energy battery and a second rechargeable power

battery and a battery controller capable of controlling a substantially continuous re

charging of the power battery with electrical energy from the energy battery.

Departing from this prior art, it is an object of the present invention to provide for

supplying electrical energy, particularly in a vehicle, wherein the system comprises a

metal air battery, particularly a lithium air battery, allowing a safe operation of the

metal air battery with a high cycle-lifetime and/or calendar-lifetime. Another object of

the present invention is to provide a system capable of covering high power peaks

needed to operate electric propulsion of a vehicle while maintaining the high cycle-

lifetime and/or high calendar-lifetime.



These objects are achieved by a method for supplying electrical energy according to

claim 1 and a system for supplying electrical energy according to claim 9 . Advanta

geous embodiments of the present invention are claimed in the depending claims.

The inventive method for supplying electrical energy, particularly in a vehicle, com-

prises the following steps: operating a metal air battery, particularly a lithium air bat

tery. The method preferably comprises the further step of determining a demand of

oxygen of the metal air battery and controlling an amount of oxygen supplied to the

metal air battery by means of stoichiometry.

The inventive system for supplying electrical energy, particularly in a vehicle, com-

prises a metal air battery, particularly a lithium air battery. Preferably, the system

further comprises a control module being adapted to control an amount of oxygen

supplied to the metal air battery by means of stoichiometry.

Preparing or conditioning air in the sense of the invention is applying any system to

the air for preparing the same to operate a metal air battery, such as a coarse filter

to remove particles from the air.

A module in the sense of the invention is a hardware comprising at least one device

and/or software implementing a certain function.

The invention is based on the approach that the amount of oxygen molecules deliv

ered to the cathode of the metal air battery essentially matches the consumption of

oxygen needed for releasing a certain electrical power. This avoids a high oxygen

0 2 excess (overpressure) which can lead to a diffusion of oxygen through an elec

trolyte to a negative electrode side. Such a diffusion leads to undesired side-

reactions, e.g. with the product Li20 2 at the anode. As a consequence, the metal air

battery, in particular a lithium air battery loses capacity reducing the cycle-lifetime as

well as the calendar-lifetime of the metal air battery. With respect to this it has to be

noted that the higher the oxygen concentration on the cathode side, the higher the

crossover of oxygen from the anode side of the metal air battery.

With the method and system according to the present invention, the concentration of

oxygen at the cathode can be reduced to a minimum. This prevents a diffusion of



oxygen from the cathode to the anode. Since other measures to prevent such a d if

fusion within a metal air battery cell can be omitted (such as an oxygen removal

membrane), this leads also to a more efficient design of the cell, saving space and

weight which is especially important in mobile applications such as in vehicles.

In summary, the invention allows a safe operation of the metal air battery while

maintaining a high cycle-lifetime and calendar-lifetime.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive method, the metal air battery

is operated with ambient air and the amount of oxygen supplied to the metal air bat

tery is based on an oxygen concentration comprised in the ambient air and the

method further comprises the step of preparing air being supplied to the metal air

battery.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive method, the method further

comprises a step of determining a power demand, preferably the power demand of

a vehicle, particularly the power demand of an electrical propulsion of the vehicle,

wherein the amount of oxygen supplied to the metal air battery and/or concentration

of oxygen in the supplied air is controlled at least as a function of the electrical pow

er demand. This embodiment of the present invention is especially advantageous

when a quick response to a power demand is desired, such in electrical propulsion

in a vehicle.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive method, the method further

comprises the step of determining, particularly measuring, an oxygen consumption

of the metal air battery, when the amount of oxygen supplied to the metal air battery

and/or concentration of oxygen in the supplied air is controlled at least is a function

of the oxygen consumption. This embodiment applies where an excess of oxygen

shall be absolutely avoided at the cathode side of a metal air battery. Thus, the con

trol assures that only an amount of oxygen consumed is replaced by the amount of

air supplied.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive method, the method further

comprises the step of determining, particularly measuring, an electrical potential

supplied by the metal air battery, when the amount of oxygen supplied to the air



battery and/or a concentration of oxygen in the supplied air is controlled at least as a

function of the electrical potential. In order to avoid an oxygen excess at the cathode

side of the metal air battery, it is also possible to determine the consumption of oxy

gen for generating electrical energy in the metal air battery by the delivered electri-

cal potential. This avoids the use of further sensors, such as gas sensors, to deter

mine the consumption.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive method, the method further

comprises the step of determining, particularly measuring, oxygen concentration in

the ambient air.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive method, the method com

prises the following steps: supplying a substantial constant first electrical power by

the metal air battery, preferably a lithium air battery, wherein the metal air battery is

a high capacity battery and supplying a variable second electrical power by a high

power battery, preferably lithium ion battery: Preferably, the method comprises the

further step of determining the power demand of a load, particularly electrical pro

pulsion, and adapting the supplied electrical power to the electrical power demand

of the load.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive method, the method com

prises the step of charging high power battery with electrical energy from a high ca-

pacity battery, if the power delivered by the high capacity battery is higher than the

power demand of the load.

The aspects of the invention and the respective disclosed features with respect to

the inventive method are also valid for the aspects of the invention in the respective

advantageous embodiments of an inventive system and vice versa.

In an advantageous embodiment of the inventive system, the system is operated

with ambient air and the control module is adapted to control the amount of supplied

oxygen based on an oxygen concentration comprised in the ambient air, further

comprising a conditioning module being adapted to prepare air being supplied to the

metal air battery.



In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive system, the system compris

es a first sensor adapted to determine the power demand, preferably the power de

mand of a vehicle, particularly the power demand of an electrical propulsion system

of a vehicle and the control module is adapted to control the amount of supplied

oxygen and/or the concentration of oxygen in supplied air at least as a function of

the electrical power demand.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive system, the system further

comprises a second sensor adapted to determine, particularly measure, an oxygen

consumption of the metal air battery, wherein the control module is adapted to con-

trol the amount of supplied oxygen and/or the concentration of oxygen in supplied

air at least as a function of the oxygen consumption.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the inventive system, the system further

comprises a third sensor adapted to determine, particularly measure, an electrical

potential supplied by the metal air battery, wherein the control module is adapted to

control the amount of supplied oxygen and/or the concentration of oxygen in sup

plied air at least as a function of the electrical tension.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the present invention, the metal air battery

is a high capacity battery, wherein the system further comprises a high power bat

tery, particularly a lithium ion battery, a super capacitor, or any other electrochemical

energy storage device, wherein the high capacity battery and the high power battery

form a battery hybrid system in which the high capacity battery is adapted to provide

a substantially constant first electrical power and the high power battery is adapted

to provide a temporary variable second electrical power, wherein the second electri

cal power is higher than the first electrical power and/or specific energy density of

the high capacity battery is 1,5 to 200, preferably 1,5 to 50, more preferably 1,5 to

10, and most preferably 1,5 to 4,5 times higher as the specific energy density of the

high power battery. Such battery hybrid system provides a large range of ad

vantages with respect to operating applications where a lot of different power re

quirements have to be covered, such as in vehicles with electrical propulsion.

Further advantageous aspects and examples of the present invention will be appar

ent from the description of the following figures:



Figure 1 shows at least partially schematically a first preferred embodiment of the

inventive system installed in a vehicle; and

Figure 2 shows partially schematically a sequence of steps representing a preferred

embodiment of the inventive method.

Figure 1 shows a first embodiment of an inventive system 1 for supplying electrical

energy in a vehicle 6 .

The system 1 preferably comprises a metal air battery 2 , particularly a lithium air

battery. This metal air battery 2 being a high capacity battery is preferably operated

in a manner to provide a substantially constant power to the vehicle 6 . The oxygen

0 2 needed to oxidize the lithium Li when generating electrical energy is taken from

the ambient air 3 and/or supplied from a reservoir.

In the case of ambient air 3 , a conditioning module 4 prepares the aspirated air 12

for further processing in the system 1. Such preparation preferably comprises a f il

tering, at least of coarse particles, hydrocarbons and fine dust, in the ambient air 3

as well as a tempering of the aspirated air 12 if necessary for the further processing.

In a control module 5 , the amount of oxygen (13) supplied to the metal air battery

and/or concentration of oxygen in air (13) supplied to the metal air battery 2 can be

controlled by means of stoichiometry. For this, the concentration of oxygen in the

aspirated air 12 or in the gas from a reservoir is preferably measured by a gas sen-

sor 15. A control module 5 then preferably controls the amount of oxygen supplied

to the metal air battery 2 . Preferably a compressor 16 is provided to change the

pressure of the supplied air and/or oxygen 13There are several preferred ways of

controlling the amount of oxygen supplied: On the one hand, the amount of air sup

plied to the metal air battery 2 can be controlled, where the amount of oxygen in the

air is calculated from the concentration of oxygen in the aspirated air 12 measured

by gas sensor 15. On the other hand, it is possible to alter the concentration of oxy

gen in the supplied air 13, e.g. by lowering the concentration of oxygen with an oxy

gen consuming process. Furthermore, the amount of oxygen received by the metal

air battery 2 can be preferably altered by varying a flow of supplied gas 13, a varia-

tion of pressure in the metal air battery 2 and or by a use of membranes to produce



an oxygen-enriched supplied gas 13. The so modified gas 13 is then supplied to the

metal air battery 2 , where the oxygen in the supplied gas 13 reacts at the cathode of

the metal air battery 2 with the metal, preferably lithium Li to Li0 2 or Li20 2 releasing

electrons which build up a potential for supplying electrical power to a vehicle 6 . The

exhaust gas 14 of the metal air battery 2 preferably leaves the system 1 and/or the

vehicle 6 via an exhaust pipe.

Electrical energy produced by the metal air battery 2 may be used to propel the ve

hicle 6 by the electrical propulsion 11 or may be used to charge a high power battery

10, preferably a lithium ion battery, a super capacitor and/or any other electrochemi-

cal energy storage device.

Several sensors 7 , 8 , 9 , 15 are alternatively or cumulatively arranged at different

positions of the system 1 in order to generate information useful for controlling an

amount of oxygen supplied to the metal air battery 2 . A first sensor 7 may be prefer

ably arranged in the power supply of electrical propulsion 11 or in the electrical pro-

pulsion device 11 itself to determine, particularly measure, the power demand of the

electrical propulsion 11. Based on this power demand which has to be satisfied by

the metal air battery 2 , preferably being a high capacity battery, and the high power

battery 10, the amount of electrons which have to be released by the metal air bat

tery 2 can be calculated taking into consideration different electric resistances in the

system 1 and/or the vehicle 6 and potentially further power consumers in vehicle 6 .

By a further stoichiometric calculation, the amount of oxygen molecules can be de

termined which have to be delivered to the metal air battery 2 via the supplied gas

13 to release the desired power. Preferably, the system 1 comprises a microcom

puter to perform these actions, which is preferably associated to the control module

5 . Based on the needed amount of oxygen molecules in the metal air battery 2 , the

control module 5 either adapts the concentration of oxygen in a flow of aspirated air

12 and/or adapts the amount of oxygen supplied to the metal air battery 2 in order to

meet the oxygen demand.

According to further embodiments of the present invention, corresponding process-

es are preferably defined with respect to a second sensor 8 measuring an oxygen

consumption of the metal air battery 2 or a third sensor 9 measuring an electrical

potential supplied by the metal air battery.



The second sensor 8 measures residual oxygen in an exhaust gas 14 of the metal

air battery 2 . If residual oxygen is present in the exhaust gas 14 of the metal air bat

tery 2 , a comparison with an oxygen concentration in the aspirated air 12 measured

by a fourth sensor 15 reveals the oxygen consumption of the metal air battery 2 .

Based on this calculation, control module 5 can adapt the oxygen supply in the sup

plied gas 13 to the actual consumption of the metal air battery 2 such that no oxygen

excess remains at the cathode side in the metal air battery 2 leading to the residual

oxygen in the exhaust gas 14. The third sensor 9 is preferably arranged in the elec

trical circuit 3 of the metal air battery 2 and measures an electrical potential supplied

by the metal air battery 2 . Based on this electrical potential, the number of electrons

released by the metal air battery 2 can be calculated taking into consideration the

internal resistance of the metal air battery 2 . From this, by means of stoichiometric

calculation, the actual consumption of the metal air battery 2 in order to supply the

measured electrical potential can be calculated and the control module 5 can adapt

the amount of oxygen supplied to the metal air battery 2 accordingly to avoid an

oxygen excess at the cathode.

Preferably, the system 1 not only comprises several of the mentioned sensors 7 , 8 ,

9 , 15, and the control module 5 is adapted to apply different operation strategies for

the metal air battery 2 with respect to the oxygen supply depending on the opera-

tional state of the system 1 and/or the vehicle 6 .

Figure 2 shows a preferred embodiment of the inventive method 100 to operate a

system 1 as specified with respect to Figure 1. It is evident to the person skilled in

the art that the steps shown in Figure 2 may be arranged in a different order. In the

inventive method 100, a metal air battery 2 , particularly a lithium air battery, is oper-

ated, preferably with ambient air, 10 1 . Therefore, gas 13 being supplied to the metal

air battery 2 is preferably prepared, 102. This may comprise a filtering of coarse

particles from ambient air 3 by a filter at the in-take of the inventive system 1 but

also other processes such as conditioning of the aspirated air 12 in order to reach a

certain temperature. Preferably the power demand of the vehicle 6 or the power

demand of the electrical propulsion 11 of the vehicle 6 is determined 103. A lterna

tively or additionally, an oxygen consumption of the metal air battery 2 is deter

mined, particularly measured, 104 and/or an electrical potential supplied by the met

al air battery 2 is determined, particularly measured, 105.



Based on at least one of the determined power demands, the oxygen consumption

and the electrical potential, the amount of oxygen to be supplied to the metal air

battery 2 is calculated, 106. Based on this calculated demand, the amount of oxygen

supplied to the metal air battery 2 is preferably controlled, 107.

Preferably, according to the inventive method 100, a substantial first electrical power

is supplied by the metal air battery 2 , wherein the metal air battery 2 serves as a

high capacity battery, 108. Further preferably, a variable second electrical power is

supplied by a high power battery 8 , preferably a lithium ion battery, 109. Further

preferably, a power demand of a load, particularly electrical propulsion 14 is deter

mined, 110 and the supplied second electrical power is adapted to the power of the

load, 111. Preferably, in the case that the power delivered by the high capacity bat

tery 2 is higher than the power demand of the load, the high power battery 10 is

charged with electrical energy generated by the high capacity battery 2 .



LIST OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

1 System

2 Metal air battery

3 Ambient air

4 Conditioning module

5 Control module

6 Vehicle

7 First sensor

8 Second sensor

9 Third sensor

10 High power battery

11 Electrical propulsion

12 Aspirated air

13 Supplied gas

14 Exhaust gas

15 Fourth sensor

16 Air compressor



CLAIMS

Method (100) for supplying electrical energy, particularly in a vehicle (6)

comprising the following steps:

operating (101) a metal air battery (2);

determining (106) a demand of oxygen of the metal air battery (2); and

controlling (108) an amount of oxygen supplied to the metal air battery (2) by

means of stoichiometry.

Method (100) according to claim 1, wherein the metal air battery (2) is oper

ated with ambient air (3) and the amount of oxygen supplied to the metal air

battery is based on an oxygen concentration comprised in the ambient air

(3), further comprising the following step:

preparing (102) air (13) being supplied to the metal air battery (2).

Method ( 100) according to claim 1 or 2 , further comprising the following step:

determining (103) a power demand, preferably the power demand of a vehi

cle (6), particularly the power demand of an electrical propulsion ( 1 1) of the

vehicle (6), wherein an amount of the supplied oxygen and/or a concentra

tion of oxygen in the supplied air (13) is controlled at least as a function of an

electrical power demand.

Method (100) according to one of the preceding claims, further comprising

the following step:

determining (104), particularly measuring, an oxygen consumption of the

metal air battery (2), wherein an amount of the supplied oxygen and/or a

concentration of oxygen in the supplied air (13) is controlled at least as a

function of the oxygen consumption.

Method for supplying electrical energy according to one of the preceding

claims, further comprising the following step:

determining (105), particularly measuring, an electrical potential supplied by

the metal air battery (2), wherein an amount of the supplied oxygen and/or a

concentration of oxygen in the supplied air (13) is controlled at least as a

function of the electrical potential.



Method for supplying electrical energy according to one of claims 2 to 5 , fur¬

ther comprising the following step:

determining (106), particularly measuring, the oxygen concentration in the

ambient air (3).

Method (100) according to one of the preceding claims, further comprising

the following steps:

supplying (108) a substantially constant first electrical power by the metal air

battery (2), wherein the metal air battery is a high capacity battery;

supplying (109) a variable second electrical power by a high power battery

(8), preferably a lithium ion battery;

determining ( 1 10) a power demand of a load, particularly an electrical pro¬

pulsion (14); and

adapting ( 1 11) the supplied second electrical power to the electrical power

demand of the load.

Method (100) according to claim 6 , further comprising the following step:

charging ( 1 12) the high power battery ( 10) with electrical energy from the

high capacity battery (2), if the power delivered by the high capacity battery

(2) is higher than the power demand of the load.

System ( 1 ) for supplying electrical energy, particularly in a vehicle (6), com¬

prising:

a metal air battery (2), particularly a lithium air battery, and

a control module (5) being adapted to control an amount of oxygen supplied

to the metal air battery (2) by means of stoichiometry.

System (1) according to claim 9 , wherein the system (1) is operated with

ambient air (3) and the control module (5) is adapted to control the amount of

supplied oxygen based on an oxygen concentration comprised in the ambi¬

ent air (3), further comprising a conditioning module (4) being adapted to

prepare air (13) being supplied to the metal air battery (2).

System (1) according to claim 9 or 10, further comprising:



a first sensor (7) adapted to determine a power demand, preferably the pow

er demand of a vehicle (6), particularly the power demand of an electrical

propulsion system ( 1 1) of the vehicle (6), wherein the control module (5) is

adapted to control the amount of the supplied oxygen and/or the concentra-

tion of oxygen in the supplied air (12) at least as a function of an electrical

power demand.

System ( 1 ) according to one of claims 9 to 11, further comprising:

a second sensor (8) adapted to determine, particularly measure, an oxygen

consumption of the metal air battery (2), wherein the control module (5) is

adapted to control the amount of the supplied oxygen and/or the concentra

tion of oxygen in the supplied air (12) at least as a function of the oxygen

consumption.

System ( 1 ) according to one of claims 9 to 12, further comprising:

a third sensor (9) adapted to determine, particularly measure, an electrical

potential supplied by the metal air battery (2), wherein the control module (5)

is adapted to control the amount of the supplied oxygen and/or the concen

tration of oxygen in the supplied air (12) at least a function of the electrical

tension.

System (1) according one of claims 9 to 13, wherein the metal air battery (2)

is a high capacity battery, wherein the system (1) further comprises a high

power battery (10), particularly a lithium ion battery, a super capacitor, or any

other electrochemical energy storage device, wherein the high capacity bat

tery (2) and the high power battery (10) form a battery hybrid system in

which the high capacity battery (2) is adapted to provide a substantially con

stant first electrical power and the high power battery (10) is adapted to pro

vide temporary a variable second electrical power, wherein the second elec

trical power is higher than the first electrical power and/or specific energy

density of the high capacity battery (2) is 1,5 to 200, preferably 1,5 to 50,

more preferably 1,5 to 20 and most preferably 1,5 to 10 times higher com

pared to specific energy density of the high power battery (10).



15. Vehicle (6) comprising an electrical propulsion ( 1 1), wherein electrical energy

used for the electrical propulsion ( 1 1) is stored in a system (1) according to

one of claims 9 to 14.
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International application No.

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT PCT/EP2014/073917

Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article (2)(a) for the following reasons:

□ Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

claims NOB.: 1- 15 (parti al 1 )
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such
an extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

FURTHER INFORMATION sheet PCT/ISA/21Q

□ Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

see addi tional sheet

1. 1 As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
' claims.

2 . I I As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying an additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees.

As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
' ' only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos. :

I I No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

2-6, 10-13 (completely) ; 1, 9 , 15(partial ly)

Remark on Protest The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the
' ' payment of a protest fee.

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
' ' fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

I INo protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.

Form PCT/ISA/21 0 (continuation of first sheet (2)) (April 2005)
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FURTHER INFORMATION CONTINUED FROM PCT/ISA/ 210

Thi s Internati onal Searchi ng Authori t y found mul t i pl e (groups of)
i nventi ons i n thi s i nternati onal appl i cati on , as fol l ows :

1. cl aims : 2-6, 10-13 (compl etely) ; 1, 9 , 15 (parti al ly)

Method accordi ng t o cl aim 1, wherei n sai d method further
compri ses at l east one of the addi t i onal features of cl aims
2-6. System accordi ng t o cl aim 9, wherei n sai d system
further compri ses at l east one of the addi t i onal features of
cl aims 10-13 . Vehi cl e compri si ng the the system accordi ng t o
cl aims 9-13 .

2 . cl aims : 7, 8 , Incompl etely) ; 1, 9 , 15 (parti al ly)

Method accordi ng t o cl aim 1, wherei n sai d method further
compri ses at l east one of the addi t i onal features of cl aims
7 or 8 . System accordi ng t o cl aim 9, wherei n sai d system
further compri ses the addi t i onal features of cl aim 14.
Vehi cl e compri si ng the the system accordi ng t o cl aims 14.
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Conti nuati on of Box I I .

Cl aims Nos . : l-15 (parti al ly)

The term "control l i ng an amount of oxygen suppl i ed t o the metal ai r
battery by means of stoi chi ometry" used i n cl aim 1 i s vague and uncl ear
and l eaves the reader i n doubt as t o the meani ng of the techni cal feature
t o whi ch i t refers , thereby renderi ng the defi ni t i on of the
subject-matter of sai d cl aim uncl ear, Arti c l e 6 PCT. The reasons are as
fol l ows :

Stoi chi ometry i s the cal cul ati on of rel ati ve quanti t i es of
reactants and products i n chemi cal reacti ons (see
http://en .wi ki pedi a.org/wi ki /Stoi chi ometry) . However, cl aim 1 does not
speci f y the reacti on t o whi ch the oxygen i s suppl i ed to. Therefore, i t i s
compl etely uncl ear how the stoi chi ometry of the reacti on i s and how the
amount of oxygen i s t o be control l ed.

The same appl i es mutati s
mutandi s t o the subject-matter of i ndependent cl aim 9.

Accordi ng t o
the present appl i cati on on page 3 , l i nes 18 t o 27 the i nventi on i s based
on the approach that the amount of oxygen mol ecul es del i vered t o the
cathode of the metal ai r battery matches the consumpti on of oxygen needed
for rel easi ng a certai n el ectri cal power. Thi s avoi ds a oxygen excess
(overpressure) whi ch can l ead t o a di ffusi on of oxygen through an
el ectrolyte t o a negati ve el ectrode si de. Such a di ffusi on l eads t o
undesi red si de-reacti ons , e.g. wi t h the product Li 2 02 at the anode.

However, cl aim 1 does not i ncl ude the feature whi ch woul d refl ect that an
oxygen excess i s t o be avoi ded because the general term "control l i ng an
amount of oxygen suppl i ed t o the metal ai r battery by means of
stoi chi ometry" covers three di fferent speci f i c control s , i .e. a) an
under-stoi chi ometri c supply of oxygen , b) a stoi chi ometri c-supply of
oxygen or c) an over-stoi chi ometri c supply of oxygen .

Based on the
teachi ngs of page 3 , l i nes 18 t o 27 i t i s evi dent that control c) woul d
not sol ve the probl em posed, i .e. t o avoi d undesi red si de-reacti ons , e.g.
wi t h the product Li 2 02 at the anode.

Si nce i ndependent cl aim 1 does
not contai n a feature whi ch woul d refl ect that an oxygen excess i s t o be
avoi ded i t does not meet the requi rement fol l owi ng from Arti c l e 6 PCT

taken i n combi nati on wi t h Rul e 6.3 (b) PCT that any i ndependent cl aim must
contai n al l the techni cal features essenti al t o the defi ni t i on of the
i nventi on .

The same appl i es mutati s mutandi s t o the subject-matter of
i ndependent cl aim 9.

The l ack of cl ari t y i s t o such an extent, that
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the search was performed taki ng i nto consi derati on the non-compl i ance i n
determi ni ng the extent of the search of cl aim 1 as fol l ows (see page 3 ,
l i nes 18 t o 27 ; page 4 , l i nes 24, 25) :
Method (100) for supplyi ng

el ectri cal energy, parti cul arly i n a vehi c l e (6) compri si ng the fol l owi ng
steps :
operati ng (101) a metal ai r battery (2) ;
determi ni ng (106) a

demand of oxygen of the metal ai r battery (2) ; and
control l i ng (108) an

amount of oxygen suppl i ed t o the metal ai r battery (2) by means of
stoi chi ometry i n that an excess of oxygen i s avoi ded at the cathode si de
of the metal ai r battery so that only an amount of oxygen consumed i s
repl aced by the amount of ai r suppl i ed.

The same appl i es mutati s
mutandi s t o the subject-matter of i ndependent cl aim 9 .

The rel ati ve
terms "hi gh power battery" and "hi gh capaci t y battery" used i n c l aims 7,
8 , 14 have no wel 1-recogni zed meani ng and l eaves the reader i n doubt as
t o the meani ng of the techni cal feature t o whi ch i t refers , thereby
renderi ng the defi ni t i on of the subject-matter of sai d cl aim uncl ear,
Arti c l e 6 PCT.

The l ack of cl ari t y i s t o such an extent, that the
search was performed taki ng i nto consi derati on the non-compl i ance i n
determi ni ng the extent of the search of cl aims 7, 8 , 14 as fol l ows (see
cl aim 14) :

Method (100) accordi ng t o one of the precedi ng cl aims ,
further compri si ng the fol l owi ng steps :

supplyi ng (108) a substanti al l y
constant f i rst el ectri cal power by the metal ai r battery (2) , wherei n the
metal ai r battery i s a hi gh capaci t y battery;

supplyi ng (109) a vari abl e
second el ectri cal power by a hi gh power battery (8) , preferably a l i thi um

i on battery;
determi ni ng (110) a power demand of a l oad, parti cul arly an

el ectri cal propul si on (14) ; and
adapti ng (111) the suppl i ed second

el ectri cal power t o the el ectri cal power demand of the l oad, wherei n the
speci f i c energy densi t y of the hi gh capaci t y battery i s 1, 5 t o 200 times
hi gher compared t o speci f i c energy densi t y of the hi gh power battery.

The same appl i es mutati s mutandi s t o the subject-matter of c l aims 8 and
14.

The appl i cant ' s attenti on i s drawn t o the fact that c l aims rel ati ng t o
i nventi ons i n respect of whi ch no i nternati onal search report has been
establ i shed need not be the subject of an i nternati onal prel imi nary
exami nati on (Rul e 66. 1(e) PCT) . The appl i cant i s advi sed that the EP0
pol i cy when acti ng as an Internati onal Prel imi nary Exami ni ng Authori t y i s
normal l y not t o carry out a prel imi nary exami nati on on matter whi ch has
not been searched. Thi s i s the case i rrespecti ve of whether or not the
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cl aims are amended fol l owi ng recei pt of the search report or duri ng any
Chapter I I procedure. I f the appl i cati on proceeds i nto the regi onal phase
before the EPO, the appl i cant i s remi nded that a search may be carri ed
out duri ng exami nati on before the EPO (see EPO Gui del i nes C-IV, 7.2) ,
shoul d the probl ems whi ch l ed t o the Arti c l e 17 (2) decl arati on be
overcome.
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